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New Technology  
UPDATE

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 
COMMUNITY APPRECIATION 

OFFERS  OfficeNEWS
We have two new additions to our practice: 
please welcome Morgan Dakarian, our 
new patient care coordinator, and Jamie 
Herskovitz, our summer student intern. 

Morgan is a recent graduate of Loras College, where 
she completed her bachelor’s degree in kinesiology. 
She loves to help people and has always loved taking 
anatomy-based classes. She has gained several 
experiences as an athlete along with job shadowing, 

internships, and volunteer work to understand how important the 
medical field is. She hopes that she can help those by pursuing a career 
within this field. 

Jamie completed her bachelor’s degree in speech and hearing science 
at University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. She is currently a second-
year graduate student at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where she 
expects to receive her doctorate in audiology. Jamie became interested in 
audiology because she loves science and working with people. She heard 
about our practice while growing up in the area.

$25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
to a local restaurant to 
experience better hearing  
with a loved one for referring 
a friend or family member. 
Referral must mention your name. 
Offer expires 8/31/16.

FREE
 Clean & Check
of your current hearing devices.
Offer expires 8/31/16.

400 Lake Cook Rd, Ste 106 • Deerfield 
847.550.3895

Visit us online! 
www.audiologyillinois.com 

 facebook.com/audiologyillinois

 @deerfieldaud

Email us at info@AudiologyIllinois.com 
to subscribe to our e-newsletter.

Learn more about better hearing  
solutions at AGXhearing.com

The most common question we get asked each week is, 
“Since I've been here last, have there been any changes in 
technology that will help me hear better?” The answer is a 
resounding “YES!” There have been a handful of remarkable 
products released over the past few months, so we've 
devoted a portion of the newsletter to educate you on a few 
of these new advancements.

Better hearing in noise — a new development 
in technology that changes everything!
The number one complaint that most hearing aid 
wearers share is the difficulty they have hearing in a noisy 
environment. We now offer a ground-breaking solution that 
allows the brain to choose which sounds to focus on and 
which sounds to ignore. Clinical studies prove 30% better 
understanding of listening to speech in noise* with 20% less 
listening effort**. The patients we have fit have been thrilled!

It is important to understand that individually we all have 
a different ability to hear in noise. At Audiology Associates, 
we routinely measure hearing in noise when we complete a 
hearing evaluation so that we can determine which solutions 
are right for you.

A new, affordable remote microphone
Now that we have smarter hearing technology, we can help 
you hear multiple speakers with greater ease, lower the 
volume of your TV, and make sure that you hear a single voice 
in the car or someone talking to you at a distance — even if 
you are not talking face to face. Imagine sitting at a table of 
six in a noisy restaurant and hearing most of the conversation! 

Think about visiting another family member and clearly 
hearing every word on their TV! The accessory that makes this 
possible is called a remote microphone.

Many remote microphones are a substantial investment 
because they require additional accessories to make it 
compatible with your hearing aids. The sound quality and 
ease of use is remarkable with the latest microphone. We have 
had wonderful reviews from about a dozen of our patients 
and their families who are currently using this product.

Internet-connected and smartphone  
hearing devices!
We now offer an additional level of connectivity, as the first 
Internet-connected hearing aid was recently introduced. 
This technology uses IFTTT! All of the latest made for iPhone® 
hearing aids are at our fingertips and are available in most 
styles, from custom to behind-the-ear. If you are an Android™ 
user, we can customize options that are available for you.

If you have trouble hearing on your smartphone, this 
technology could be a great solution for you. Our patients tell 
us that hearing on the phone through both ears is amazing 
and sometimes life changing.

Special Event 
August 22–25

• FREE no-obligation hearing consultation

• FREE demonstration of the latest hearing 
technology just released to the public

• We all know someone who is reluctant 
to treat their hearing, so bring a friend!

• Limited appointments — call now!

400 Lake Cook Rd, Ste 106 
Deerfield, IL 60015

Sheri Gostomelsky, Au.D.
Mark Christian, Au.D.

Liz Tusler Meyer, Au.D. 

iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.
*www.oticon.com/support/downloads • **Compared to AGXO h330v2 series



How to Talk About Your Hearing Loss in Different Social Situations
A hearing loss advocate is open and can ask others to be the same. When you normalize hearing loss instead 
of hiding it, you lessen the negative stigma around a hearing impairment. Hearing your best means having the 
right technology for the environments you’re in most often — fit specifically to your unique hearing needs — 
and maximizing that technology with better communication strategies. Being honest with co-workers, family 
members, and friends about what you need is the first step toward understanding.

About 48 million 
people have 
significant hearing 
loss in the United 
States alone. 
Those who seek 
treatment often see 
improvement in their 
overall health.

Your loved ones are the most important people in your life, and they feel the 
same way about you. They are there to support you, but they may not know how. Here are our 
suggestions to help start that conversation.

TALK IT OUT.  
Whether you’ve just been 
diagnosed with hearing loss or 
you’re fit with technology, it’s 
best to speak to those closest 
to you about your hearing loss.

BE HONEST.  
Explain how your daily  
activities are affected by your 
hearing loss. Give specific 
examples so they understand 
what they can do to help.

LET THEM KNOW.  
If you wish your loved  
ones would do something 
different or help you out, let 
them know. This can be an 
ongoing conversation. 

There is value in knowing you’re not the only one in the workforce with hearing 
loss. Of the people with hearing loss, 60 percent are either in the workforce or in educational settings. 
These steps will help you talk to your employer about not only your hearing loss but how to help you 
continue to do your best work.

BUILD CONFIDENCE.  
Talking to your employer about 
your hearing loss may be 
intimidating. To help build up 
your confidence, practice what 
you want to say to make sure 
you cover the important points.

HELP YOUR EMPLOYER.  
Explain how your hearing loss 
affects your duties at work. 
Come to your employer with 
solutions so they have a better 
understanding of how to help.

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS.  
Learn your employer’s policy 
for supporting people with a 
disability or health condition, as 
well as what steps you can take 
together to ensure you’re able 
to do what you do best.

Depending on your personality and mood, the public can be the easiest or most 
difficult to explain your hearing impairment to. 

BE OPEN.  
Explain that you have a hard 
time hearing, and ask for what 
you need. That addresses your 
hearing impairment while 
establishing a foundation for 
the conversation.

IT’S UP TO YOU.  
Do not feel obligated to 
tell everyone about your 
experience. The more you 
practice advocacy, the easier  
it will be to judge whether 
telling that person is helpful.

LAUGH IT OFF.  
If someone has a negative 
reaction because you did not 
hear them, make light of the 
situation. Speaking directly 
to what happened forces a 
conversation, which increases 
education and understanding.

Those affected by hearing loss may have difficulty explaining how their 
life changed when they began to lose their hearing. Though it can be 
difficult to articulate what it’s like to live with hearing loss, speaking up can be very 
empowering. This guide can help you through those conversations.

Educating others empowers them and yourself to change hearing loss stigmas. How you respond to 
your hearing loss can influence how others do as well. 

Research tells us that concealing your hearing loss can create tension in your social or professional life 
that could negatively affect your health and well-being. On the other hand, talking about it alleviates 
the strain of trying to hide the condition. Plus, it increases your chances of finding a support network 
with others who understand.

To be a successful advocate, the most essential trait you can have is openness. As an advocate, it’s 
important to communicate fully and have the confidence to request this openness from others.  
Good advocates are tenacious, patient, and gracious toward those who help their cause.

It’s also a good idea to talk to your physician. Oftentimes they do not screen for hearing loss during a 
physical. Remind them that screening for hearing loss is important because it can be a window into 
your overall health. By bringing this to their attention, who knows who else you’ll be helping?

Start breaking the stigmas. 
Call us for more information on hearing loss, 
workplace rights, community programs, and how 
you can advocate against hearing loss stigmas.

Relations at 
home improve 

56%

THE SOONER YOU IMPROVE YOUR HEARING, 
THE QUICKER YOUR LIFE CAN CHANGE.

Relations with 
loved ones improve

40%

Mental health
improves

36%

Overall quality  
of life improves

48%

BREAKING HEARING LOSS 

STIGMAS  
ONE CONVERSATION AT A TIME


